Crestone Peak CDP Pre-Hearing Application Process and Timeline (Updated July 2, 2018)

September 29, 2017: Crestone Peak submits draft information package containing all “Conceptual” and “Preliminary” Comprehensive Drilling Plan (CDP) Elements (the “Preliminary CDP”) requested by COGCC Staff in the March 14, 2017 “CDP Plan Elements” document.

October 2 - 13, 2017: COGCC reviews draft information package for completeness.

October 13, 2017: Crestone Peak’s “Completed” First Draft Preliminary CDP is posted to COGCC website.

October 16 - November 3, 2017: First formal stakeholder outreach and engagement period. Crestone will be obligated to conduct two public meetings in Boulder County, preferably within the proposed CDP lands. Crestone also commits to meet and confer with Boulder County, the Town of Erie, CDPHE, CPW during this period, unless those agencies decline to participate in writing. Crestone will also schedule meetings at a mutually convenient time with any other state regulatory agency with regulatory responsibility related to the CDP that requests a meeting.

November 17, 2017: Crestone Peak submits Second Draft Preliminary CDP, which will incorporate and highlight any plan modifications arising from information obtained during stakeholder outreach process.

November 20 - 22, 2017: COGCC reviews Second Draft Preliminary CDP.

November 27, 2017: Completed Second Draft Preliminary CDP is posted to COGCC website.

November 27 - December 8, 2017: Written public comment accepted on Second Draft Preliminary CDP.

December 20, 2017: Crestone Peak submits Third Draft Preliminary CDP, which will incorporate and highlight any plan modifications arising from information obtained during stakeholder outreach process.

December 20, 2017 - December 26, 2017: COGCC reviews Third Draft Preliminary CDP.

December 29, 2017: Completed Third Draft Preliminary CDP is posted to COGCC website.

December 29, 2017 - January 19, 2018: Written public comment accepted on Third Draft Preliminary CDP. Crestone is obligated to conduct a minimum of one (1) public outreach meeting (may be telephonic, but must allow for public questions regarding any changes made to the proposed CDP).
January 25, 2018: Meeting with Crestone and COGCC regarding comments, locations, and timeline.

March 2, 2018: Crestone will inform COGCC of progress on the Fourth Draft of the CDP.

March 22: Crestone Peak submits Fourth Draft Preliminary CDP, which will incorporate and highlight any plan modifications arising from information obtained during stakeholder outreach process.

March 22, 2018 - March 29, 2018: COGCC reviews Fourth Draft Preliminary CDP.

March 30, 2018: Completed Fourth Draft Preliminary CDP is posted to COGCC website. March 30, 2018 - April 15, 2018: Written public comment accepted on Fourth Draft Preliminary CDP. Crestone is obligated to conduct a minimum of one (1) public outreach meeting (may be telephonic, but must allow for public questions regarding any changes made to the proposed CDP).

June 15, 2018: Crestone Peak submits information package containing all Conceptual, Preliminary, and Final CDP Plan Elements (the “Final CDP”).

June 20, 2018: The Final CDP posted to COGCC website.

June 20, 2018 - July 8, 2018: Written public comment accepted on Final CDP. COGCC Director evaluates Final CDP and stakeholder input to determine whether the Final CDP should be presented to Commission for consideration.

July 27, 2018: If Final CDP is satisfactory to COGCC Staff, COGCC Director will file with the Commission a hearing application requesting acceptance of the CDP and hearing scheduled for October 29-30, 2018.

August 24, 2018: Deadline to file to intervene or protest the hearing if application is filed.

October 29 or 30, 2018: Commission Hearing for CDP if application is filed (please see agenda when posted).